Contrast-enhanced two- and three-dimensional sonography for evaluation of intra-abdominal hemorrhage.
To determine whether a contrast agent enhances sonographic detection of bleeding sites in the abdomen and whether contrast-enhanced three-dimensional sonography provides additional information compared with contrast-enhanced two-dimensional sonography. Bleeding sites were created within the livers (n = 3), spleens (n = 5), and kidneys (n = 3) of 3 dogs. A sonographic contrast agent with vascular and parenchymal enhancement capabilities was administered intravenously at a dose of 0.02 mL/kg. Before and after each contrast agent injection, the bleeding sites were imaged with two- and three-dimensional sonography in gray scale harmonic imaging and color flow modes. Sonographic findings were compared with gross pathologic findings. Noncontrast-enhanced sonography was not able to show the specific location of the active bleeding in any of the organs evaluated. The contrast agent enhanced the sonographic detection of blood flow in normal vessels and extravasated blood from damaged vessels or organs in all cases. Intrasplenic and intrahepatic hematomas were better identified on delayed imaging sequences because there was marked enhancement of the normal parenchyma, whereas the hematomas remained unenhanced. Reconstructed three-dimensional sonography showed spatial relationships of the bleeding sites and surrounding structures. Gross pathologic findings were consistent with the contrast-enhanced sonographic results. Contrast-enhanced sonography improves the detection and evaluation of abdominal bleeding sites. Contrast-enhanced three-dimensional sonography appears to provide additional information when compared with two-dimensional sonography.